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The functional equations of Markovian decision processes yield the state values 
(and gain rate in the undiscounted case). Variational expressions are exhibited here 
for these state values (and gain rate); these expressions are stationary when 
evaluated at the correct values. When guesses for the values (and gain rate) are 
inserted into these variational expressions, a superior guess is usually obtained. 
Repetition of this procedure is shown to be equivalent to the method of successive 
approximations in policy space. Two other unusual features of this procedure are 
these: when the linear equations determining the Lagrange multipliers are non- 
singular, the variational expressions for the state variables are precisely one New- 
ton-Raphson iteration; when applied to a linear objective function and piecewise- 
linear constraints, which arises for the functional equations of Markovian decision 
processes, the variational test quantity is piecewise constant, i.e., its first variation 
and higher variations all vanish. The latter explains its good performance (one-step 
convergence) if good estimates are available. 0 1985 Academc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of evaluating, or estimating, the scalar quantity 
a(~*), where x* = (XT, XT ,..., xj$) is the solution to N equations 
b(x*)i=o, l<i<N, (1.1) 
and where the u’s and b’s are C2 in a neighborhood of x*. (We do not 
require that (1.1) fix x* uniquely, only that every solution x* to (1.1) yield 
the same value of a(~*); this permits us to handle arbitrary constants in the 
relative values.) 
By a modification of the usual formalism of the calculus of variations, 
where Lagrange multipliers are constants [4], we will consider the follow- 
ing variational quantity for a(~*): 
t(x) = u(x) + f A(x); b(x),. (1.2) 
,=l 
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This function is stationary at x* (that is, &(x*)/ax, = 0 for 1 6 j 6 N) and 
has value there of t(x*) = a(x*), the desired quantity, provided the N I’s 
are chosen as the solution, not necessarily unique, to the N linear equations 
l<j<N. (1.3) 
Thus t(x) is a readily computed variational expression for a(x*). (An 
implicit assumption here is that the I’s are continuously differentiable for x 
near x*; if they are not unique, a consistent convention is needed for the 
homogeneous olution of (1.3) which is contained in the n’s,) 
Suppose next that the unknown vector x* itself is desired. For any fixed 
r, 1 < r < N, a variational expression for x,* can be obtained by applying 
the above formalism (1.2), (1.3) with a(x) = x,, and using t(x) as the 
desired variational expression. We shall label these formulas with 
superscript r (that is, n(x) @), a(x)‘r’, t(x)“‘) to indicate which component is 
being investigated. 
N applications of this procedure, for r = 1, 2,..., N, will take an original 
approximation XE EN to x*, and replace it by a generally improved 
approximation 
X new = (t(x)‘]‘, t(x)“‘,..., t(XyN’). (1.4) 
The computational effort for N applications is not prohibitively greater 
than for 1 application, because the N sets of N linear equations for the 
i(x), differ only in their right-hand sides: 
(1.5) 
In the special case where the linear equations are non-singular, i.e., the 
Jacobian matrix 
Abe 
J(x), = -&-> 1 ,<i,j<N, 
I 
(1.6) 
is non-singular in a neighborhood of x*, the solution to (1.5) is 
qxp = -[J(x) - ‘1 r, ? 
Then (1.4) reduces to 
1 < i, r < N. 
xnew = xi - f [J(x) -‘Ii, b(x),, J ldj<N, (1.7) 
i=l 
and the iterative scheme is just Newton’s method [7]. 
409/111!1-2 
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The purpose of this paper is to apply this formalism to stationary, 
infinite-horizon, semi-Markovian decision processes (MDPs) with finite 
state spaces and finite action spaces [5,6], and show that (1.4) is the 
method of successive approximations in policy space, or policy iteration 
algorithm (PIA). The relationship between the PIA and Newton’s method 
has been long-known for discounted stochastic games and for dynamic 
programs in general [8-lo]. The detailed examination here of the mul- 
tichain undiscounted case with its coupled functional equations is believed 
new, and the relation of both PIA and Newton’s method to the variational 
calculus is believed new. In particular, the PIA can be understood even 
when the Jacobian matrix is singular, because the above variational 
calculus accepts non-unique Lagrange multipliers. 
The main result of this paper is that the method of successive 
approximation in policy space is a special case of the variational calculus 
where the value vector (and gain rate) is successively estimated by a 
variational expression. This variational expression is usable even when the 
trial solution inserted into it is not the value vector associated with a 
specific policy. Furthermore, the variational expression is piecewise con- 
stunt, due to the piecewise linearity of the constraints (l.l), and the 
vanishing of the first variation and all higher variations, near x* explains 
the one-step convergence of the PIA when initiated with a good guess. 
Finally, the derivation of the PIA from variational concepts is not sur- 
prising, because [ 121 gave an alternative interpretation of the PIA as a 
gradient approach. 
2. DISCOUNTED SEMI-MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES 
Here one seeks the unique solution v* = (v;C, v:,..., v:) to the N 
functional equations [IS, 61 
(2.1) 
where Mi 3 0, C,!= I Mz d c < 1. Apply the preceding formalism with 
1 - xi, l<i<N,xEEN, (2.2) 
and seek to estimate a(~*) = c,?=, a,u,* with the aj’s arbitrary coefficients, 
i.e., 
a(x) zs f ujxj. 
j= I 
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We start with an initial approximation U’E EN to v* and seek an 
improved approximation vneW via (1.4). Assume that, when x = u”, (2.2) has 
a unique maximizing k for each i, so we may write 
b(v);=q(uO),+ M(oO) ui- vi, 1 <i<N, 
in an obvious notation, for all v in a small neighborhood of II’. Then (1.3) 
has the form 
O=q+ 2 n(u)iM(vo),-~(v),, 1 <jdN, v near II’, 
with solution 
A(u);= ; uj[z- M(oO)],;‘, 1 <idN, v near u”. 
,=I 
Then (1.1) reduces to 
t(u) = f u,{ [Z- M(uO)] -’ q(u”)jj, v near v”, 
/=1 
as the variational expression for C,!=, ujv,*. Note that Lo and t(o) are 
piecewise-constant in v. 
Since the a’s were arbitrary, the variational expression for u,? is 
{[I- M(o’)] ~’ q(u”)jj, which is the jth component of the value-vector 
associated with the policy having q(u”) and M(u’) as its q-vector and M- 
matrix. However, the replacement of u” by uneW = [Z- M(u’)] -’ q(t”) via 
(1.4) is precisely the policy-iteration algorithm. 
3. UNDISCOUNTED SEMI-MARKOVIAN DECISION PROCESSES 
Here we seek to estimate the maximum gain rate vector g*, which is (the 
unique) part of the solution pair x* = (g*, u*) to the pair of functional 
equations [ 131 
(3.1) 
where 
f Pi;gj=s~~~, c Pig, , (3.3 
/=I I- 1 
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and where the data parameters atisfy 
P;>O, : P;=l, H;aO, T+ i H$>O, (3.4) 
j= I j=l 
H;=O whenever Pf; = 0. (3.5) 
Variational Formalism for g* 
Apply the above formalism with x = (g,, g, ,..., g,, ur , u2 ,..., u,,,) = (g, u), 
and 2N constraints 
(3.6) 
= 0, 1<i6N, (3.7) 
and objective function 
(3.8) 
to be estimated, where the {a,> are arbitrary constants. 
The variational expression for a( g*) = CF=, a,g,? is, according to the 
above formalism, 
N N 
t(g, u) =ak) + C Aj(g, 0) b,(g) + C PjLi(g, 0) dj(g, uh (3.9) 
j= I j= 1 
with 2N multipliers {Aj, P.~}. Assume that, in a neighborhood of a point 
(go, u’), the maximizing k’s in (3.6), (3.7) are unique, and write, in an 
obvious notation, 
bi(g) = Cp(go3 u”) g- 81 j, 1 <i< N, (3.10) 
di(g,~)=Cg(g”,~o)-H(go,uo)g+P(go,uo)u-ulj, 1 <i< N, (3.11) 
for all (g, IJ) near (go, u”). 
Then the equations (1.3) become 
o= ~=a~+~[P(g”,~o)-Z]~-~H(go,~o),, 1 <i< N, (3.12) 
I 
at 
o=aV,=PIp(go7 u”)-z]i9 1 <i< N, (3.13) 
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so that {Ai, pi} depend only on {go, u”>, for (g, a) near 
piecewise constant. The latter equation implies that 
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(go, u’), hence are 
(3.14) 
where 
P(g”, u”)* z lim 1 i P( go, go)’ 
1-m ts=, 
and 
n( go 00) 
P( go, u”)$ = 2 (b( go, u”)T n( go, uO)T”, (3.15) 
/?I=1 
where n( go, 0’) is the number of subchains (closed, irreducible sets of 
states) of P(g”, o’), which we label as (C(g’, go)“‘, 1 <m < n( go, u”)}, 
where rr( go, u’)~ is the equilibrium distribution of P(g”, 0’) on subchain 
C(gO, u’)~, and where &go, u”)y is the probability of ultimate absorption 
in subchain C( go, go)“‘, conditional on starting in state i [2, 
pp. 175-183; 111. 
Equations (3.14), (3.15) express ,u in terms of (p; &go, u’)“‘), where (;) 
denotes scalar product. To evaluate this scalar product, take the scalar 
product of (3.12) with &go, u’)~ and use [P(g’, u”) - I} &go, u’)~ = 0 
(see [ll]) and 
<4g”, uO)“; m”, uO) 4(s”, o’)~) = 6,,(7c(g”, u’)“; T(g’, u”)),(3.16) 
which follows from (3.5), since ie C(gO, u’)” implies H(g”, u’)~ is non- 
vanishing only for j E C(g”, u”)*, and for these j, &go, u”),” is 0 or 1 accor- 
dingly as m #n or m = n. The notation used above has T(g”, u’)~ = TF with 
k chosen as the unique maximizer for (3.6), (3.7) when g = go and u = u”. 
Putting these pieces together, 
(Pi d(s”, u”)m> = <a; 4k”, uOY> (4g”, u”)“; T(g’, no)>’ 1 d m < n(g”, u”) 
and 
dgO.Jv 
P’= c <a; (P(g”, uOlrn > m=, (4g0, uO)“; m”9 0”)) n( go, u”y. (3.17) 
This specifies the vector p. 
To evaluate the I’s, right-multiply (3.12) by the fundamental matrix for 
P(g”, u”) [ 111, which is 
Z(gO, uO)= [I-P(g”, u”)+P(gO, uO)*]-l. 
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Use [P( g”, 0”) - Z] Z( go, v”) = P(g”, u”)* - I to obtain 
A= [a - pH( go, II”))] Z( go, u”) + IP( go, uO)*, (3.18) 
which exhibits the vector 3, up to certain constants in the last term. Thus J 
is not unique but the indeterminancy will turn out to be irrelevant. 
Finally, insert (3.10), (3.11) (3.17) (3.18) into (3.9) to obtain the test 
quantity t( g, u). Cancellation occurs in the 1-b term because Z(g’, u”) 
[ P( go, u”) - Z] = P( go, uO)* - I and P( go, u")* [P( go, u") - Z] = 0. The por- 
tion [P(g’, u”) - Z] u in d may be dropped from pd because n( go, u’)~ 
[P(g’, v”)-I] =0 (see [ll]). The result is 
t(s, u) = pL4(g0, u”) + ru -PWgO, ~“)I NY02 u”l*g. 
The coefficient of g vanishes with the result that 
es, u) = FlkO~ uO) 
n(nOJO) (a; (b( go, uOy> (n( go, u”y; q( go, uy> 
= 2 (a05 uO)“; ng”, uO)> 
or 
‘(g, u)= f aiG(gO, U”)i, all (g, u) near (go, u’), (3.19) 
i=I 
where 
n(2 09 (4g0, ~JoK 4k0> u"n G&O, u”)i- c 44s”, u )T (n(go, *o),n; T(go uo)> 
m=l 7 
= ith component of the gain rate of the policy 
associated with the initial estimates {go, u’}; 
this policy has parameters q(g”, u’), P(g”, u’), 
MgO, uO), m”, uO), lGi<N. (3.20) 
Since the (ui} were arbitrary, it follows from (.19) that a variational 
expression for g: is given by G( go, u”)~ for all (g, u) in a neighborhood of 
(SO, vol. 
Variational Formalism for u* 
We next seek a variational expression for v,*. This is impossible if the 
pair (g*, u*) are based only on (3.1), (3.2) because these equations do not 
determine u* uniquely. For example, one can add a constant to all com- 
ponents of u*, and in general there are several degrees of freedom charac- 
terized in [13]. As a consequence, one cannot write down a variational 
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expression for v* that is stationary at a solution point (g*, v*): 
mathematically one finds that the stationarity conditions (1.3) will be 
insolvable. 
To overcome this difficulty, one needs to augment (3.1), (3.2) by 
additional constraints on u* which serve to specify it uniquely. The easiest 
way, without having to explicitly examine the chain structure, is to insist 
that v* agree with the optimal bias-vector [ 1, 3, 14, 151, where the bias- 
vector associated with a policy having parameters {q(gO, u’), P(g”, o’), 
H(gO, u”)} is 
w( go, u”) = Z( go, v’)[q( go, v”) - H( go, v”) G( go, v”)]. 
This is accomplished by appending to (3.1) (3.2) the additional functional 
equation Cl, 14, 151 
YI* =kEg-ft;*i, -h f P;.v/*+ f P$y,+ 1 , l<i<N, (3.21) / / j=l I=1 
where 
kEL(g, i)jqj’- 2 Hig,+ i Pivj 
/= I j=l 
=h~~f,, S 
q:- $ H$gj+ f P;vJ , (3.22) 
I= I /=I 
and where h is an arbitrary non-vanishing constant whose only purpose is 
to ensure that for any solution {g*, u*, y*) to the functional equations, 
and with P(g*, v*, JJ*)~~ denoting the value of Pi. with k achieving the 
maximum in (3.21), then 
P(g*, u*, y*)* v* = 0. (3.23) 
This in turn fixes the additive constants in u* so that u* will be the 
maximal-bias. 
We now can construct a variational expression for a(~*) = Cfl, aiO*, 
where the a, are arbitrary constants, based on the trio of functional 
equations (3.1) (3.2), (3.21). According to the original formalism, we take 
x = (g, 0, .Y), 
‘(83 ‘3 Y)=a(v)+ fj ij(g, v3 y)hj(g) 
,=I 
+ f Pjk, u, Y), qg> 0) + f yj(g, 0, y)f,(g, u, y), (3.24) 
22 
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a(v)= f aivi, (3.25) 
r=l 
.L(g, "2 Y)=kEmr"i) -h 2 P$v,+ f P$yj 1 -yi, l<i<N, (3.26) . , j=l j=l 
and the b’s and Ss are as before. The Lagrange multipliers {Aj, pj, rj}y’ r 
are now chosen to satisfy 
&2Lat-at 
dg, au, ayj' l<j<N. (3.27) 
For simplicity, assume that, in a neighborhood of a point (go, v”, y”), 
there is a unique maximizing k in (3.6), (3.7), 3.26), so that for all 
neighboring points (g, u, y), (3.10) and (3.11) hold as well as 
hfi(g,V, y)=C-hP(g”,vo, Y”)“+f’(go,“o, Y”)Y-YI,. (3.28) 
Then (3.24) will be (locally) affme linear in g, v, y and the extremal con- 
ditions (3.27) reduce to 
qP(g”,uo, yO~-~I-~~~go,“o,Yo~=~, (3.29) 
a + p[P( go, u”, y”) - Z] - hyP( go, v”, y”) = 0, (3.30) 
Ycm”,“o, Y”)-Q=O, (3.31) 
where a = (aI, a,,..., aN) and only the constant term in t survives: 
:(g, “, Y) = N4g”> “O, Y”)? (8, u, Y) near (go, v”, ~“1. (3.32) 
We next solve (3.29), (3.30), (3.31) and in particular need p for (3.32). 
Equation (3.3 1) implies 
Y = ye&To, “O, yO)*, 
and (3.30), using [P - Z] P* = 0, implies that 
uP(g’, v”, y”)* = hyP(gO, v”, y”)*. 
Together these fix 
y =A uP(gO, v”, yO)*. (3.33) 
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Rewrite (3.30), using PP* = P*, as 
p[I- P(gO, u”, yO)] = a[Z- P(gO, YO, yO)*]. 
Note that h has dropped out. Right multiplication of this by the fundamen- 
tal matrix 
Z(gO, u”, y”) = [I- P(gO, u”, y”) + P(gO, u”, y”)*] - l, 
using [I- P] Z= I- P*, ZP* = P*, and 
n=l 
where no = n”(go, u”, y”) is the number of subchains in &go, v”, v”), 
obtains 
P= 2 (PL;dkO, u”, y”)“) n(gO, u”, yO)” 
n=l 
+ aZ( go, u”, y”) - aP( go, UO, yp*. (3.34) 
To evaluate the constants (p; &go, u”, y’)“) appearing in (3.34) insert 
(3.34) into the relation 
PfoO, UO? v”) dkO> u”, Y”)” = 0 (3.35) 
which follows from (3.29). The result is, after some manipulations, 
64 co”, u”> Y”Y> = (a; &go, u”, Y”)“> 
_ (6 ago, u”, Y”) f&To, u”, yO) qqg”, u”, y”)“) 
(4g0, u”3 yO)“; no, u”, YO)> 
(3.36) 
where T( go, u”, y’), = x,!=, H( go, u”, y’),,. Insertion of (3.36) into (3.34) 
fixes p as 
P = ago, u”, YO) 
Equation (3.29) can now be solved for I, up to some arbitrary constants, 
but the results are not needed. Finally, (3.32) becomes 
Q&5 u> Y) = (a; u’(gO, u”, YO)>, (8, 0, Y) near (go, u”, Y”), (3.38) 
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where 
W&O, 21’9 Y”) = Z(g”, u”> y”Mgo, u”, Y”) - H(g’, 0’2 Y’) G(g’> 0’1 v”)l 
= bias vector associated with policy having this q, H, Z, G 
G( go, u”, y”) = gain vector for this policy (see (3.20)). (3.39) 
Since the (a,} were arbitrary, it follows from (3.38) that a variational 
expression for VT is given by W(g”, u”, Y’)~, for all (g, u, y) in a 
neighborhood of (go, u”, y”). Note that, just as the variational expression 
G( go, v’), this variational expression is piecewise constant. 
At this point, we have variational expressions G(g’, v”) and W(g’, u”, y”) 
for g* and u*. If only g* is desired, the pair of functional equations (3.1), 
(3.2) is used. The algorithm which starts with a pair (go, u’), finds the 
associated { q( go, v’), P(g”, u’), H( go, o’)} and then replaces go by the 
variational expression G(g’, v”) and u” by any associated solution u to 
(3.2), with k fixed at this maximizing policy, is precisely the PZA. If both g* 
and v* are desired, the trio (3.1), (3.2), (3.21) of functional equations is 
used. The algorithm which starts with a triple (go, u”, y’), finds the 
associated {q(gO, u’, y”), P(g’, u”, y’), H(g’, u”, y”)}, and then replaces go 
by the variational expression G(g’, u’), u” by the variational expression 
W(g”, u”, y’), and y” by any solution to (3.21) with k fixed at the maximiz- 
ing policy, is precisely the PIA. Note that an indeterminancy in the last 
functional equation may be resolved arbitrarily, since we always employ 
one more functional equation than the number of vectors sought. The same 
approach works for the higher-order optimality criteria as well [l, 14, 151. 
This approach derives the PIA for any nested set of functional equations. 
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